
 

Instructions 
 
 
 

Art-Nr.   5000  Inspection pit 
 
 
1. These parts are not suitable for small children. 
 
2. The product can be seen in figure 1. These 

instructions are part of the product. Please retain them 
well. 

 
3. This inspection pit is a kind of support to work on 

model trains, to put down small parts and to handle 
some of the most used tools, like small screw drivers 
and tweezers. The recess allows to handle nearly 
every kind of work on your models. While the models 
are fixed safely on the inspection pit, your hands are 
kept free for working. 

 
4. In figure 2 you can see different examples of 

application. This figure is just for illustration. The 
inspection pit of course is delivered without tools and 
models. The items shown in figure 2 are only for 
decoration and illustration. 

 
5. The yellow color has been chosen because small parts 

put down on it can be seen and found very easily.  
 
6. The inspection pit is very resistant against being worn 

down by regular use or exposion UV-rays. Anyway, do 
not expose it to strong heat and sun. 

 
7. If the pit is getting dirty, you can clean it with water and 

a mild detergent. Do not use any strong detergent and 
do not scratch. The best way is to use a sponge or an 
old and soft toothbrush. Do not brush on the same 
spot for too long for this might damage the surface. 
You can then dry it a little with a cloth and then let the 
rest dry by exposure to air. Do not use hot air. You can 
also clean the pit with chemical alcohol, cleaning 
benzine or spirit. As mentioned before, do not brush 
too long on the same spot since this might damage the 
surface. If survey is getting rough, brushing time is to 
long. Sometimes it might happen that some persistent 
dirt like oil spots does not come off, in this case it is 
better to leave it as it is before causing any damage by 
trying to clean the pit too hard. 

 
8. Like all foamed rubber, this product will be wearing off in the long run. If you recognize the 

development of any smeary film, a sticky surface or crumbling parts, please do not use this pit 
anymore since it then might damage the laquering of the models. 

 
9. High Tech Modellbahnen manufactures its products with the greatest possible care. We issue a 

guarantee and warranty according to legal regulation. Should you find any new product you just 
bought defective, please contact your local dealer. 

 
Now have fun with your inspection pit and always get your work done well. 

 
 

High Tech Modellbahnen 
 97456  Hambach / Germany 
 www.z-hightech.de 

figure 1:  The inspection pit 

figure 2:  Example for different kinds of use 


